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WEEK 13: Sunday, March 20 - Saturday, 26 March 2022 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2022-03-20 0620
Documentary 

Feature
Land Of The Bears

Set in the wilderness of the Kamchatka Peninsula, in Russia's far east, filmmaker 

Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of five wild brown bears - a mother 

and her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT G

2022-03-20 0755 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the kids 

innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate details 

about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big secret under 

wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest liability. Stars David 

Tennant and Rosamund Pike.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2022-03-20 0945 Animation Robinson Crusoe

After a violent storm, Robinson Crusoe is stranded on an island inhabited by an 

outgoing parrot and his quirky animal friends. As the animals get to know their 

peculiar new guest, they find him to be a useful ally when two conniving cats try to 

seize control of their exotic paradise.

BELGIUM English-100 2016 RPT PG v Y

2022-03-20 1125 Comedy Boy

It's 1984, and 11-year-old Boy lives on a New Zealand farm with his gran and 

younger brother. Shortly after Gran leaves for a week, Boy's father appears out of 

the blue. Having imagined a heroic version of his father during his absence, Boy 

comes face to face with the real version - an incompetent hoodlum who has 

returned to find a bag of money he buried years before. Directed by and starring 

Taika Waititi, and also stars James Rolleston as Boy.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2010 RPT M a d l v Y Y

2022-03-20 1300 Drama Ladies

Lucie is in remission and her illness is almost a distant memory. Her family pushes 

her to live life to the fullest, and in doing so Lucie meets the charming and arrogant 

Clovis, who is immediately beguiled by her wit and humour. It is Dalila, however, an 

eccentric and delightful dance teacher, who inspires Lucie to rebuild her life and to 

grow into the woman she always wanted to be. Stars Florence Foresti and Mathieu 

Kassovitz.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a d l n Y

2022-03-20 1455 Drama Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy of India, charged with 

handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the home of 

British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived downstairs. Directed 

by Gurinder Chadra and stars Hugh Bonneville, Gillian Anderson and Michael 

Gambon.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a Y Y Y

2022-03-20 1655 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, but 

she is only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, that is until Mr Hoppy hatches an 

audacious plan to win her love. Directed Dearbhla Walsh and stars Dustin Hoffman, 

Judy Dench and James Corden.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-03-20 1835 Romantic Comedy Hampstead

Starring Diane Keaton and Brendan Gleeson, Hampstead is a romantic comedy set in 

London's picturesque Hampstead Heath. Emily Walters (Keaton) can't quite focus on 

the things that need attention in her life, like her lovely old apartment, her 

diminishing finances or even her son. But this all changes when she meets the 

eccentric, unkempt Donald (Gleeson), a man who has lived harmoniously on the 

Heath for 17 years in a ramshackle hut.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-03-20 2030 Comedy Parasite

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

In Bong Joon-ho's multi Academy Award-winning film, the struggling Kim family 

seizes an opportunity when their son starts working for the wealthy Park family. 

Soon, all of them find a way to work within the same household and start living a 

parasitic life. Stars Song Kang-ho, Jang Hye-jin and Park Seo-joon.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-99; English-1 2019 RPT MA s v Y

2022-03-20 2255 Martial Arts Kung Fu Jungle

Martial arts instructor Hahou Mo (Donnie Yen) is imprisoned after killing a man by 

accident. But when a vicious killer starts targeting kung Fu masters around Hong 

Kong, Hahou offers to help the police in return for his freedom. Directed by Teddy 

Chan and also stars Baoqiang Wang and Charlie Yeung.

CHINA
Chinese (Simplified)-

50; Mandarin-50
2015 RPT M v Y

2022-03-20 2450 Drama Transit

In an attempt to flee Nazi-occupied France, a man assumes the identity of a dead 

author but soon finds himself stuck in Marseilles, where he falls in love with Maria, a 

young woman searching for her missing husband. Stars Franz Rogowski and Paula 

Beer.

FRANCE
French-50; German-

50
2018 RPT M a l Y

2022-03-20 2645 Action Adventure Police Story II

Having successfully put a mobster behind bars, Detective Chan Ka Kui is blamed for 

everything from not being a team player to damage to public property. As a result, 

Chan is demoted, but is soon reinstated by his former unit when a gang of 

extortionists threaten to use explosives to destroy a conglomerate's investments. 

Stars Jackie Chan and Maggie Cheung.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1988 RPT M n v Y



2022-03-21 0500 Romantic Comedy Hampstead

Starring Diane Keaton and Brendan Gleeson, Hampstead is a romantic comedy set in 

London's picturesque Hampstead Heath. Emily Walters (Keaton) can't quite focus on 

the things that need attention in her life, like her lovely old apartment, her 

diminishing finances or even her son. But this all changes when she meets the 

eccentric, unkempt Donald (Gleeson), a man who has lived harmoniously on the 

Heath for 17 years in a ramshackle hut.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-03-21 0655 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, but 

she is only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, that is until Mr Hoppy hatches an 

audacious plan to win her love. Directed Dearbhla Walsh and stars Dustin Hoffman, 

Judy Dench and James Corden.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-03-21 0835 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after the 

youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to which her 

father has become indebted. Directed by Christophe Gans and stars Léa Seydoux, 

Vincent Cassel and André Dussollier.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2022-03-21 1040 Drama Transit

In an attempt to flee Nazi-occupied France, a man assumes the identity of a dead 

author but soon finds himself stuck in Marseilles, where he falls in love with Maria, a 

young woman searching for her missing husband. Stars Franz Rogowski and Paula 

Beer.

FRANCE
French-50; German-

50
2018 RPT M a l Y

2022-03-21 1235 Animation Robinson Crusoe

After a violent storm, Robinson Crusoe is stranded on an island inhabited by an 

outgoing parrot and his quirky animal friends. As the animals get to know their 

peculiar new guest, they find him to be a useful ally when two conniving cats try to 

seize control of their exotic paradise.

BELGIUM English-100 2016 RPT PG v Y

2022-03-21 1420 Comedy What We Did On Our Holiday

Doug and Abi take their kids on a family vacation. Surrounded by relatives, the kids 

innocently reveal the ins and outs of their family life and many intimate details 

about their parents. It's soon clear that when it comes to keeping a big secret under 

wraps from the rest of the family, their children are their biggest liability. Stars David 

Tennant and Rosamund Pike.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2022-03-21 1605 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Gentleman Henslowe Fisk struggles to cope with his father's 

aloofness after the loss of the old man's wife and elder son. Then Henslowe 

becomes convinced that Dean Spanley, an affable local cleric with a taste for 

expensive wine, is the reincarnation of his father's childhood dog. Stars Jeremy 

Northam, Sam Neill and Peter O'Toole.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2022-03-21 1800 Comedy Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

Titu is going to marry his perfect bride, a woman named Sweety. But Titu's best 

friend Sonu doubts Sweety's character and tries to break up the marriage - while 

Sweety tries to do the opposite. What ensures is a war between Bromance and 

Romance. Directed by Luv Ranjan and stars Kartik Aaryan, Nushrat Bharucha and 

Sunny Singh Nijjar.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2022-03-21 2030 Comedy The Graduate

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

While he is lured into a seductive affair with the wife of his father's business 

partner, college graduate Benjamin also falls in love with her daughter, Elaine. 

Nominated for seven Academy Awards in 1968. Directed by Mike Nichols and stars 

Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft and Katherine Ross.

USA English-100 1967 RPT M a s Y Y

2022-03-21 2230 Comedy As It Is In Heaven

A successful international conductor suddenly interrupts his career and returns to 

his childhood village in the far north of Sweden. He is asked to listen to the church 

choir in the parish hall - just to give some advice. From that moment, nothing in the 

village is the same again. Nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign 

Language Film in 2005. Directed by Kay Pollak and stars Michael Nyqvist, Frida 

Hallgren and Helen Sjoholm.

SWEDEN
Swedish-98; English-

1; Italian-1
2004 RPT M a l v Y Y

2022-03-21 2455 Fantasy Happy As Lazzaro

This is the tale of a meeting between Lazzaro, a young peasant so good that he is 

often mistaken for simple-minded, and Tancredi, a young nobleman cursed by his 

imagination.

FRANCE Italian-100 2018 RPT M v Y

2022-03-21 2715 Martial Arts Kung Fu Jungle

Martial arts instructor Hahou Mo (Donnie Yen) is imprisoned after killing a man by 

accident. But when a vicious killer starts targeting kung Fu masters around Hong 

Kong, Hahou offers to help the police in return for his freedom. Directed by Teddy 

Chan and also stars Baoqiang Wang and Charlie Yeung.

CHINA
Chinese (Simplified)-

50; Mandarin-50
2015 RPT M v Y

2022-03-22 0510 Animation Robinson Crusoe

After a violent storm, Robinson Crusoe is stranded on an island inhabited by an 

outgoing parrot and his quirky animal friends. As the animals get to know their 

peculiar new guest, they find him to be a useful ally when two conniving cats try to 

seize control of their exotic paradise.

BELGIUM English-100 2016 RPT PG v Y

2022-03-22 0650 Comedy Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

Titu is going to marry his perfect bride, a woman named Sweety. But Titu's best 

friend Sonu doubts Sweety's character and tries to break up the marriage - while 

Sweety tries to do the opposite. What ensures is a war between Bromance and 

Romance. Directed by Luv Ranjan and stars Kartik Aaryan, Nushrat Bharucha and 

Sunny Singh Nijjar.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2022-03-22 0920 Classic The Red Balloon

Albert Lamorisse's 1957 Oscar-winning short classic about a young boy who 

develops a friendship with a red balloon that follows him around the gloomy streets 

of post-war Paris.

FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT G Y



2022-03-22 1000 Thriller The Girl In The Fog

In the hazy Italian mountain village of Avechot, Detective Vogel is investigating the 

sudden disappearance of a teenage girl. Two days before Christmas, fifteen-year-old 

Anna Lou has disappeared, upending the tight-knit community. But the fog that has 

swallowed her hides a greater mystery. In Avechot nothing is what it seems and 

nobody tells the whole truth. Stars Toni Servillo, Jean Reno and Greta Scacchi.

ITALY Italian-100 2017 RPT M a l Y

2022-03-22 1225 Martial Arts Kung Fu Jungle

Martial arts instructor Hahou Mo (Donnie Yen) is imprisoned after killing a man by 

accident. But when a vicious killer starts targeting kung Fu masters around Hong 

Kong, Hahou offers to help the police in return for his freedom. Directed by Teddy 

Chan and also stars Baoqiang Wang and Charlie Yeung.

CHINA
Chinese (Simplified)-

50; Mandarin-50
2015 RPT M v Y

2022-03-22 1415 Romantic Comedy Hampstead

Starring Diane Keaton and Brendan Gleeson, Hampstead is a romantic comedy set in 

London's picturesque Hampstead Heath. Emily Walters (Keaton) can't quite focus on 

the things that need attention in her life, like her lovely old apartment, her 

diminishing finances or even her son. But this all changes when she meets the 

eccentric, unkempt Donald (Gleeson), a man who has lived harmoniously on the 

Heath for 17 years in a ramshackle hut.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-03-22 1610 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after the 

youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to which her 

father has become indebted. Directed by Christophe Gans and stars Léa Seydoux, 

Vincent Cassel and André Dussollier.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2022-03-22 1815 Biography Loving

The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, a mixed-race couple whose arrest for 

interracial marriage in the state of Virginia in 1958 began a legal battle that would 

eventually end up in the Supreme Court of the United States. Directed by Jeff 

Nichols and stars Ruth Negga, Joel Edgerton and Will Dalton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2022-03-22 2030 Drama Still Alice

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

Alice Howland is a renowned linguistics professor happily married with three grown 

children. All that begins to change when she strangely starts to forget words and 

then more. When her doctor diagnoses her with early-onset Alzheimer's disease, 

Alice and her family's lives face a harrowing challenge as her ailment slowly 

progresses. Stars Julianne Moore in her 2015 Oscar-winning role. Also stars Alec 

Baldwin and Kristen Stewart.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a l s Y Y

2022-03-22 2225 Comedy
The Extraordinary Journey Of 

The Fakir

Ajatashatru Lavash Patel has lived all his life in a small Mumbai neighbourhood 

tricking people with street magic and fakir stunts. He sets out on a journey to find 

his estranged father but instead gets dragged on a never-ending adventure. Stars 

Dhanush and Erin Moriarty.

BELGIUM English-100 2018 RPT M l v Y

2022-03-22 2415 Comedy Two Days In New York

Manhattan couple Marion and Mingus, who each have children from prior 

relationships, find their comfortable family dynamic disrupted by a visit from 

Marion's eccentric relatives from France. Directed by and stars Julie Delpy. Also stars 

Chris Rock and Albert Delpy.

FRANCE English-50; French-50 2012 RPT MA l Y

2022-03-22 2605 Comedy As It Is In Heaven

A successful international conductor suddenly interrupts his career and returns to 

his childhood village in the far north of Sweden. He is asked to listen to the church 

choir in the parish hall - just to give some advice. From that moment, nothing in the 

village is the same again. Nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign 

Language Film in 2005. Directed by Kay Pollak and stars Michael Nyqvist, Frida 

Hallgren and Helen Sjoholm.

SWEDEN
Swedish-98; English-

1; Italian-1
2004 RPT M a l v Y Y

2022-03-22 2830 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after the 

youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to which her 

father has become indebted. Directed by Christophe Gans and stars Léa Seydoux, 

Vincent Cassel and André Dussollier.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2022-03-23 0635 Biography Loving

The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, a mixed-race couple whose arrest for 

interracial marriage in the state of Virginia in 1958 began a legal battle that would 

eventually end up in the Supreme Court of the United States. Directed by Jeff 

Nichols and stars Ruth Negga, Joel Edgerton and Will Dalton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2022-03-23 0850 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Gentleman Henslowe Fisk struggles to cope with his father's 

aloofness after the loss of the old man's wife and elder son. Then Henslowe 

becomes convinced that Dean Spanley, an affable local cleric with a taste for 

expensive wine, is the reincarnation of his father's childhood dog. Stars Jeremy 

Northam, Sam Neill and Peter O'Toole.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2022-03-23 1045 Comedy As It Is In Heaven

A successful international conductor suddenly interrupts his career and returns to 

his childhood village in the far north of Sweden. He is asked to listen to the church 

choir in the parish hall - just to give some advice. From that moment, nothing in the 

village is the same again. Nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign 

Language Film in 2005. Directed by Kay Pollak and stars Michael Nyqvist, Frida 

Hallgren and Helen Sjoholm.

SWEDEN
Swedish-98; English-

1; Italian-1
2004 RPT M a l v Y Y



2022-03-23 1310 Comedy Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

Titu is going to marry his perfect bride, a woman named Sweety. But Titu's best 

friend Sonu doubts Sweety's character and tries to break up the marriage - while 

Sweety tries to do the opposite. What ensures is a war between Bromance and 

Romance. Directed by Luv Ranjan and stars Kartik Aaryan, Nushrat Bharucha and 

Sunny Singh Nijjar.

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG l s Y

2022-03-23 1540 Classic The Red Balloon

Albert Lamorisse's 1957 Oscar-winning short classic about a young boy who 

develops a friendship with a red balloon that follows him around the gloomy streets 

of post-war Paris.

FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT G Y

2022-03-23 1625 Comedy Princess Caraboo

In the early 19th century, a mysterious young woman speaking a strange language 

shows up in an English village. There she is taken in by a family of haughty 

aristocrats who assume she is a foreign princess. Directed by Michael Austin and 

stars Phoebe Cates, Jim Broadbent and Wendy Hughes.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2022-03-23 1815 Science Fiction The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive - he drives a flying 

cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant, which 

delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know, a great extra-

terrestrial evil has teamed up with henchman Zorg, and threatens to destroy the 

Earth. Stars Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE English-100 1997 RPT PG n s v Y Y Y

2022-03-23 2030 Drama Lost In Translation

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

Bob Harris (Bill Murray) and Charlotte (Scarlett Johansson) are two Americans in 

Tokyo. Bob is a movie star in town to shoot a whiskey commercial, while Charlotte is 

a young woman tagging along with her workaholic photographer husband. A chance 

encounter between the pair in the hotel bar leads to an unlikely friendship. Directed 

by Sofia Coppola and also stars Giovanni Ribisi.

USA English-100 2003 RPT M d n s Y Y

2022-03-23 2225 Thriller Nightcrawler

This pulsating thriller set in the nocturnal underbelly of contemporary Los Angeles 

sees Jake Gyllenhaal star as Lou Bloom, a driven young man desperate for work who 

discovers the high-speed world of LA crime journalism. Realising that he can make 

money by filming the images of crime scenes, Lou starts resorting to extreme tactics 

to get them. Also stars Rene Russo and Riz Ahmed.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y Y

2022-03-23 2435 Drama 13 Minutes

The breath-taking story of a man who nearly would have changed the world. 1939, 

when Hitler convinced millions of people at the height of his power, one man said a 

radical ‘no’. Georg Elser plots to kill the Fuhrer, but unfortunately his attempt fails 

and he is arrested. During his confinement, he recalls the events leading up to his 

plot and his reasons for deciding to take such drastic action. Based on a true story. 

GERMANY German-100 2015 RPT MA a l s v Y

2022-03-23 2640 Thriller The Girl In The Fog

In the hazy Italian mountain village of Avechot, Detective Vogel is investigating the 

sudden disappearance of a teenage girl. Two days before Christmas, fifteen-year-old 

Anna Lou has disappeared, upending the tight-knit community. But the fog that has 

swallowed her hides a greater mystery. In Avechot nothing is what it seems and 

nobody tells the whole truth. Stars Toni Servillo, Jean Reno and Greta Scacchi.

ITALY Italian-100 2017 RPT M a l Y

2022-03-24 0500 Classic The Red Balloon

Albert Lamorisse's 1957 Oscar-winning short classic about a young boy who 

develops a friendship with a red balloon that follows him around the gloomy streets 

of post-war Paris.

FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT G Y

2022-03-24 0540 Science Fiction The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive - he drives a flying 

cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant, which 

delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know, a great extra-

terrestrial evil has teamed up with henchman Zorg, and threatens to destroy the 

Earth. Stars Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE English-100 1997 RPT PG n s v Y Y Y

2022-03-24 0800 Drama The White Balloon

An international success and the winner of the Camera d'Or at Cannes in 1995. A 

charming allegory that celebrates tenacity, ingenuity, and the wide-eyed innocence 

of youth. Several people try to help a little girl to find the money her mother gave 

her to buy a goldfish. Directed by Jafar Panahi and stars Aida Mohammadkhani and 

Mohsen Kafili.

IRAN Farsi-100 1995 RPT G Y

2022-03-24 0935 Comedy Princess Caraboo

In the early 19th century, a mysterious young woman speaking a strange language 

shows up in an English village. There she is taken in by a family of haughty 

aristocrats who assume she is a foreign princess. Directed by Michael Austin and 

stars Phoebe Cates, Jim Broadbent and Wendy Hughes.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2022-03-24 1125 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster who 

lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. Directed by 

Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G

2022-03-24 1305 Thriller Do Not Hesitate

After the breakdown of their truck somewhere in a Middle Eastern desert, three 

young Dutch soldiers are left to guard the vehicle by themselves. As they wait for a 

repair team to arrive, they encounter a local boy who demands compensation for 

the death of his goat, caused by one of the soldiers. The boy then refuses to leave. 

Stars Joes Brauers, Spencer Bogaert and Tobias Kersloot.

NETHERLANDS
Dutch-83; Arabic-12; 

English-5
2021 RPT M a l s v Y



2022-03-24 1450 Biography Loving

The story of Richard and Mildred Loving, a mixed-race couple whose arrest for 

interracial marriage in the state of Virginia in 1958 began a legal battle that would 

eventually end up in the Supreme Court of the United States. Directed by Jeff 

Nichols and stars Ruth Negga, Joel Edgerton and Will Dalton.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2022-03-24 1700 Musical Bugsy Malone

Set in New York in 1929, the story tells of the rise of Bugsy Malone and the battle for 

power between rival gangsters Fat Sam and Dandy Dan. With an all-child cast placed 

in a mobster era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb 

songs, this is simply entertainment at its best! Directed by Alan Parker and stars 

Scott Baio and Jodie Foster.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y Y Y

2022-03-24 1840 Biography Finding Graceland

On a solo road trip to Memphis, Tennessee, widower Byron Gruman picks up a 

hitchhiker claiming to be the late Elvis Presley. As Gruman opens up about the loss 

of his wife in a tragic car accident, his bizarre passenger becomes a surprisingly 

powerful source of wisdom and comfort. Directed by David Winkler and stars Harvey 

Keitel, Johnathon Schaech and Bridget Fonda.

USA English-100 1998 RPT PG s Y

2022-03-24 2030 Biography The King's Speech

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

After the death of his father King George V and the scandalous abdication of King 

Edward VIII, Bertie, who has suffered from a debilitating speech impediment all his 

life, is suddenly crowned King George VI of England. With his country on the brink of 

war and in desperate need of a leader, his wife Elizabeth arranges for her husband 

to see an eccentric speech therapist, Lionel Logue. Directed by Tom Hooper and 

stars Colin Firth, Geoffrey Rush and Helena Bonham Carter.

USA English-100 2010 M l Y Y

2022-03-24 2240 Drama Twice Born Premiere

Academy Award winner Penelope Cruz (Vicky Cristina Barcelona, Volver) and Emile 

Hirsch (Into the Wild, Killer Joe) star in this epic family mystery that becomes a 

moving portrait of love, loyalty and the unbreakable bonds of motherhood in a time 

of war. Based on the runaway European bestseller by Margaret Mazzantini, Twice 

Born begins as the Italian professor Gemma (Cruz) heads off on a summer vacation 

to the battle-scarred city of Sarajevo with her discontented teenaged son Pietro. She 

longs to show him the country where she fell passionately in love with his father, 

Diego (Hirsch) - but she is about to discover a long-hidden secret, one that will 

reveal far more to their knotted past than even her haunted memories can disclose.

ITALY Italian-100 2012 MA a l v Y

2022-03-24 2500 Action Adventure
Monk Comes Down The 

Mountain

A Taoist monk leaves his impoverished monastery and ventures out into the real 

world for the first time in his life. He ends up in an adventure with a kung-fu master 

who is guarding a special artifact. Directed by Kaige Chen and stars Baoqiang, 

Xuejian and Wei Fan.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT M a s v Y h

2022-03-24 2710 Comedy Orchestra Class

Simon is a distinguished, but disillusioned violinist. He has recently gone through a 

divorce and found a job teaching orchestra in a working-class neighbourhood of 

Paris. Arnold is a shy and chubby student who is fascinated with the violin and 

discovers that he has real talent for it. With Arnold's raw talent and the joyous 

energy of his class, Simon gradually rediscovers the joys of music. Together, they will 

overcome many obstacles and succeed to enrol the class in an end-of-the-year 

concert at the prestigious Paris Philharmonic.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M l s Y

2022-03-25 0500 Comedy Princess Caraboo

In the early 19th century, a mysterious young woman speaking a strange language 

shows up in an English village. There she is taken in by a family of haughty 

aristocrats who assume she is a foreign princess. Directed by Michael Austin and 

stars Phoebe Cates, Jim Broadbent and Wendy Hughes.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a 

2022-03-25 0650 Musical Bugsy Malone

Set in New York in 1929, the story tells of the rise of Bugsy Malone and the battle for 

power between rival gangsters Fat Sam and Dandy Dan. With an all-child cast placed 

in a mobster era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb 

songs, this is simply entertainment at its best! Directed by Alan Parker and stars 

Scott Baio and Jodie Foster.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y Y Y

2022-03-25 0830 Biography Finding Graceland

On a solo road trip to Memphis, Tennessee, widower Byron Gruman picks up a 

hitchhiker claiming to be the late Elvis Presley. As Gruman opens up about the loss 

of his wife in a tragic car accident, his bizarre passenger becomes a surprisingly 

powerful source of wisdom and comfort. Directed by David Winkler and stars Harvey 

Keitel, Johnathon Schaech and Bridget Fonda.

USA English-100 1998 RPT PG s Y

2022-03-25 1020 Action Adventure
Monk Comes Down The 

Mountain

A Taoist monk leaves his impoverished monastery and ventures out into the real 

world for the first time in his life. He ends up in an adventure with a kung-fu master 

who is guarding a special artifact. Directed by Kaige Chen and stars Baoqiang, 

Xuejian and Wei Fan.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT M a s v Y

2022-03-25 1225 Biography Django

Django Reinhardt was one of the most brilliant pioneers of European jazz and the 

father of Gypsy Swing. This film grippingly portrays one chapter in the musician's 

eventful life and is a poignant tale of survival. Constant danger, his flight from 

German-occupied Paris in 1943, and the atrocities committed against his family 

could not make him stop playing. Stars Reda Kateb and Cécile de France.

FRANCE
French-80; German-

10; Romani-10
2017 RPT M l v Y



2022-03-25 1435 Science Fiction The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive - he drives a flying 

cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant, which 

delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know, a great extra-

terrestrial evil has teamed up with henchman Zorg, and threatens to destroy the 

Earth. Stars Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE English-100 1997 RPT PG n s v Y Y Y

2022-03-25 1655 Drama The White Balloon

An international success and the winner of the Camera d'Or at Cannes in 1995. A 

charming allegory that celebrates tenacity, ingenuity, and the wide-eyed innocence 

of youth. Several people try to help a little girl to find the money her mother gave 

her to buy a goldfish. Directed by Jafar Panahi and stars Aida Mohammadkhani and 

Mohsen Kafili.

IRAN Farsi-100 1995 RPT G Y

2022-03-25 1830 Drama The Emperor's Club Premiere

William Hundert is a passionate and principled Classics professor who finds his 

tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell, walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce battle of wills gives 

way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life lesson for Hundert 

that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 PG Y Y

2022-03-25 2030 Biography Monster

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

Charlize Theron stars in Monster, a shockingly moving film that burrows deep 

beneath the tabloid-sized headline stories on Aileen Wuornos, the man-hating - and 

murdering - serial killer executed last year in Florida. Director Patty Jenkins unearths 

a love story in the midst of the horrors and pathologies of two misfits - Wuornos, a 

drifter prostitute who kills many of her 'johns' and Selby Wall (Christina Ricci), sent 

by her parents to live with an aunt in Florida in order to 'cure her homosexuality'. 

Nearing suicidal despair, Aileen wanders into a bar, where she meets Selby and falls 

in love. To keep her and Selby's relationship alive, she continues hooking, only to 

fuel an increasingl  escalating deadly rage, a fury vented with a lurid string of killings 

and the media's sordid designation of her as the first female serial killer - a monster.

USA English-100 2003 MA a s v Y

2022-03-25 2230 Comedy What We Do In The Shadows

Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are finding that modern life has 

them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping up with the chore 

wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts. Directed by 

and starring Jemaine Clement and Taika Waititi. Also stars Cori Gonzalez-Macuer and 

Karen OLeary.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2014 RPT M h l s v Y Y Y

2022-03-25 2405 Horror The Host

One of the highest grossing South Korean films of all time. A dysfunctional family 

fights to rescue their daughter snatched away by a huge, mutated amphibian 

monster. Winner of 18 international film awards including Best Film and Best Actor 

at the 2007 Asian Film Awards. Directed by Bong Joon-ho and stars Song Kang-ho, 

Bae Doo-na and Hyun Hee-bong.

SOUTH KOREA English-50; Korean-50 2006 RPT M h l v Y

2022-03-25 2615 Drama Le Brio

After an incident tainted with racism, a brilliant law professor known for his 

outbursts is forced to mentor the student he wronged for a speech contest. Directed 

by Yvan Attal and stars Daniel Auteuil, Camélia Jordana and Yasin Houicha.

BELGIUM French-98; Arabic-2 2017 RPT MA l Y

2022-03-25 2800 Thriller Do Not Hesitate

After the breakdown of their truck somewhere in a Middle Eastern desert, three 

young Dutch soldiers are left to guard the vehicle by themselves. As they wait for a 

repair team to arrive, they encounter a local boy who demands compensation for 

the death of his goat, caused by one of the soldiers. The boy then refuses to leave. 

Stars Joes Brauers, Spencer Bogaert and Tobias Kersloot.

NETHERLANDS
Dutch-83; Arabic-12; 

English-5
2021 RPT M a l s v Y

2022-03-26 0545 Drama The White Balloon

An international success and the winner of the Camera d'Or at Cannes in 1995. A 

charming allegory that celebrates tenacity, ingenuity, and the wide-eyed innocence 

of youth. Several people try to help a little girl to find the money her mother gave 

her to buy a goldfish. Directed by Jafar Panahi and stars Aida Mohammadkhani and 

Mohsen Kafili.

IRAN Farsi-100 1995 RPT G Y

2022-03-26 0720 Drama The Emperor's Club

William Hundert is a passionate and principled Classics professor who finds his 

tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell, walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce battle of wills gives 

way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life lesson for Hundert 

that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 RPT PG Y Y

2022-03-26 0920 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster who 

lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. Directed by 

Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G

2022-03-26 1100 Musical Bugsy Malone

Set in New York in 1929, the story tells of the rise of Bugsy Malone and the battle for 

power between rival gangsters Fat Sam and Dandy Dan. With an all-child cast placed 

in a mobster era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb 

songs, this is simply entertainment at its best! Directed by Alan Parker and stars 

Scott Baio and Jodie Foster.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y Y Y



2022-03-26 1245 Comedy Orchestra Class

Simon is a distinguished, but disillusioned violinist. He has recently gone through a 

divorce and found a job teaching orchestra in a working-class neighbourhood of 

Paris. Arnold is a shy and chubby student who is fascinated with the violin and 

discovers that he has real talent for it. With Arnold's raw talent and the joyous 

energy of his class, Simon gradually rediscovers the joys of music. Together, they will 

overcome many obstacles and succeed to enrol the class in an end-of-the-year 

concert at the prestigious Paris Philharmonic.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M l s Y

2022-03-26 1435 Biography Finding Graceland

On a solo road trip to Memphis, Tennessee, widower Byron Gruman picks up a 

hitchhiker claiming to be the late Elvis Presley. As Gruman opens up about the loss 

of his wife in a tragic car accident, his bizarre passenger becomes a surprisingly 

powerful source of wisdom and comfort. Directed by David Winkler and stars Harvey 

Keitel, Johnathon Schaech and Bridget Fonda.

USA English-100 1998 RPT PG s Y

2022-03-26 1625 Drama Kim Ji Young, Born 1982

Based on the bestselling 2016 novel by Choo Nam-joo, the film tells the story of an 

ordinary 30-something Korean woman, Kim Ji-young, and the gender discrimination 

she faces at each phase of her life. Struggling to juggle work and family, Kim begins 

to show signs of mental illness. Directed by Kim Do-Young and stars Yu-mi Jung, Min-

jung Gong and Lee Bong-ryun.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2019 RPT PG a Y

2022-03-26 1835 Family Hunt For The Wilderpeople

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika 

Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run with his 

cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national manhunt 

ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and work together to 

survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian Dennison and Sam Neill.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y Y

2022-03-26 2030 Biography The Big Short

WM 

Celebrates

The Oscars

When four outsiders saw what the big banks, media and government refused to, the 

global collapse of the economy, they had an idea: The Big Short. Their bold 

investment leads them into the dark underbelly of modern banking where they must 

question everyone and everything. Stars Christian Bale, Steve Carell, Ryan Gosling, 

and Brad Pitt.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M l n Y Y

2022-03-26 2255 Drama Frances Ha

Two of Hollywood’s hottest young actors, Greta Gerwig (Greenberg) and Adam 

Driver (Girls) headline this fast, funny and flirty tale of a group of twenty-something 

New Yorkers trying to find bliss in the Big Apple. This modern fable from acclaimed 

director Noah Baumbach explores youth, friendship, class, ambition, failure and 

redemption.

USA English-100 2012 RPT MA l Y Y

2022-03-26 2430 Biography Django

Django Reinhardt was one of the most brilliant pioneers of European jazz and the 

father of Gypsy Swing. This film grippingly portrays one chapter in the musician's 

eventful life and is a poignant tale of survival. Constant danger, his flight from 

German-occupied Paris in 1943, and the atrocities committed against his family 

could not make him stop playing. Stars Reda Kateb and Cécile de France.

FRANCE
French-80; German-

10; Romani-10
2017 RPT M l v Y

2022-03-26 2640 Drama Selma
A chronicle of Martin Luther King's campaign to secure equal voting rights via an 

epic march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama in 1965.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M a l v 


